
‘DEMOCRATIC’ KIEV ATTACKS POLLING STATIONS, KILLS CIVILIANS IN
RUSSIAN REGIONS

Description

WORLD : Acting on NATO orders, Ukrainian Nazis attempt to thwart the ongoing presidential 
elections in the regions that Kiev lost.

On March 15 and 16, the Ukrainian military launched precision strikes on the polling stations that they
can reach in the Kherson region, while Kiev’s special services are responsible for new terrorist attacks
in the Zaporozhie region.

The presidential elections in the Russian Federation began on March 15 and they will last until March
17, including in the new Russian Kherson, Zaporozhie regions, Donetsk and Luhansk People’s
Republic.

On the first day of the vote, Kiev forces launched a lot of attacks on crowded civilian facilities, 
where there were the polling stations:

In Kakhovka, the building where the voting took place was damaged by shelling. There were no
casualties.

In Brilevka, as a result of arrival at the village council, where the polling station was located, two
civilians were wounded. In Skadovsk, an improvised explosive device planted by provocateurs in a
trash can exploded near the House of Culture.

Fortunately, there were no casualties because of the rain, the benches near the building, where there
are usually a lot of people, were empty. In Gornostaevka, several houses were damaged by shelling,
windows were broken, and the power line was damaged by Ukrainian artillery shelling.

On March 16, Ukrainian attempts to thwart the elections in the Kherson region continued. Ukrainian
UAV attacked a crowd of civilians near the polling station. As a result of the strike, a civilian woman
was killed, four other civilians were wounded.

On the evening of March 16, another attack was reported in the city of Berdyansk in the Zaporozhie
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region. An improvised explosive device detonated near the local polling station. Fortunately, the
explosion took place in the evening after the polling station was closed and civilian casualties were
avoided.
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